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SEMILINEAR WAVE EQUATIONS

MICHAEL STRUWE

Abstract. We survey existence and regularity results for semi-linear wave equa-

tions. In particular, we review the recent regularity results for the u5-Klein

Gordon equation by Grillakis and this author and give a self-contained, slightly

simplified proof.
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1. Introduction

In this survey we shall be interested in initial value problems for nonlinear

wave equations of the type

(1.1) ult - Au + g(u) = 0   in R3 x [0, oo[,

(1.2) w|/=0 = «o,        ut\t=0 = ui,

where g : R -» R and the initial data are given sufficiently smooth functions,

and ut = §jU, etc. The linear case g(u) = mu, where m e R, corresponds to

the classical Klein Gordon equation in relativistic particle physics; the constant

m may be interpreted as a mass and hence is generally assumed to be nonneg-

ative. In an attempt to model also nonlinear phenomena like quantization, in

the 1950s equations of type (1.1) with nonlinearities like

g(u) = mu + u3,        m > 0,

were proposed as models in relativistic quantum mechanics with local inter-

action; see for instance Schiff [13] and Segal [14]. Solutions could be real or

complex-valued functions. In the latter case it was natural to assume that the

nonlinearity commutes with the phase, that is, there holds

g(ei9u) = ei9g{u)      for all <p e R,
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and hence, in particular, that #(0) = 0. In this case, g may be expressed

g{u) = uf(\u\2),

which gives the form of equation (1.1) studied, for instance, by Jörgens [8].

Here, for simplicity, and since all important features of our problem already

seem to exist in this case, we confine ourselves to the study of real-valued so-

lutions of equation (1.1). To model effects thought to arise in the case, for

instance, of spinor fields u , the scalar equation (1.1) also has been considered

in space dimensions n > 3 ; see [14].
Various other models involving nonlinearities g depending also on ut and

V«, the spatial gradient of u, have been studied. The so-called " cr-model"

involves an equation of type ( 1.1 ) for vector-valued functions subject to a certain

(nonlinear) constraint. '  In this case

g(u) = u(\ut\2-\Vu\2),

and the solution u = {u\, ... ,un) is constrained to satisfy the condition

\u\2 = u\-\-\-u2n= 1 ;

see Shatah [15] for some recent results on this problem and references.

To limit this survey to a reasonable length, however, we restrict our study to

nonlinearities depending only on u ; that is, the semi-linear case. The examples

stated previously suggest that we assume that g(0) = 0 and that g satisfies

polynomial growth

(1.3) \g{u)\ < C{\ + \u\p-2)\u\   forsome p>2,  C e R.

Moreover, following Strauss [16, Theorem 3.1], we will assume that g satisfies

the conditions

(1.4) G{u) > -C\u\2   for some C e R ,

and

(1.5) |<j(M)|/|g(M)| —► oo   as \u\ -* oo ,

where G{u) = /0" g(v)dv . Let us briefly motivate the latter two conditions.

First, (1.4) and (1.5) include the linear case (with no sign condition) or,

more generally, the case of Lipschitz nonlinearities. Second, in the super-linear

case, that is, if |#(m)|/|m| —► oo as \u\ —* oo, conditions (1.4), (1.5) should

be regarded as a coerciveness condition. In fact, in this case finite propagation

speed < 1 and conservation of energy imply locally uniform a priori bounds

in L2 for solutions of ( 1.1 ) in terms of the initial data; this will be developed

in detail in §2.
By contrast, in the noncoercive case it is easy to construct solutions of ( 1.1 )

with smooth initial data that blow up in finite time; for instance, for any a > 0

the function

solves the equation

utt — Am = a(l + «)m|m|°

1 In fact, as observed by Shatah and Tahvildar-Zadeh [21], under suitable symmetry assumptions

also tr-models give rise to semilinear wave equations of type ( 1.1 ) on M4 x R .
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and blows up at / = 1. Observe that for a - ^, m e N, the right member

of this equation is analytic. Modifying the initial data off {x ; |x| < 2} , say,
we even obtain a singular solution with C°°-data having compact support. (See

John [7] for a blow-up result for a similar equation.) Thus, conditions like

( 1.3)—(1.5) seem natural if we are interested in global solutions.

The class (1.3)—(1.5) includes the following special cases

(1.6) g{u) = mu\u\q-2 + u\u\p~2,        m>0,2<q<p.

As we shall see, for nonlinearities of this kind the answer to the existence

problem for (1.1), (1.2) in a striking way depends on the space dimension n

and on the exponent p . In particular, in the physically interesting case n = 3 ,

global existence for p < 6 can be established with relative ease, while the same

question for p > 6 so far has eluded all research attempts. The "critical" case

p = 6 has only recently been settled and a comprehensive account of this result

is one of the objectives pursued in this survey.

In fact, the apparent existence of a "critical power" for (1.1) and recent

advances on elliptic problems involving critical nonlinearities prompted our in-

terest in the M5-Klein Gordon equation. "Critical powers" very often come into

play in nonlinear problems through Sobolev embedding. In particular, p = 6

is the critical power for the Sobolev embedding //¿¿2(R3) ^ Lf^R3). (In n

dimensions the critical power for this embedding is p = -fy .) Moreover, they

very often arise naturally from the requirements of scale invariance, that is,

whenever "intrinsic" notions are involved. A beautiful example of such a prob-

lem is the Yamabe problem concerning the existence of conformai metrics with

constant scalar curvature on a given (compact) Riemannian manifold. Through

the work of Trudinger, Aubin, and—finally—Schoen this problem has now been

completely solved and it has become apparent that at the critical power proper-

ties like "compactness of the solution set" depend crucially on global aspects of

the problem; in this case, on the topological and differentiable structure of the

manifold. See Lee and Parker [9] for a recent survey of the Yamabe problem

in this journal.

Incidentally, for nonlinear wave equations (or nonlinear Schrödinger equa-

tions iut - Au + u\u\p~2 = 0 ) there appear to be many "critical powers," de-
pending on what aspect of the problem we consider: global existence, scattering

theory, ... ; see Strauss [16, p. 14f.]. As regards global existence, it remains to

be seen whether the critical power represents only a technical barrier or, in fact,
defines the dividing line between qualitatively different regimes of behavior of

(1.1), (1.2). Through this survey I would like to invite further research on this

topic.

We conclude this introduction with a short overview of the existence results
in the case of a pure power

(1.7) utt - Au + u\u\p~2 = 0,        p > 2.

For more general nonlinearities of type (1.6) similar results hold true. (In

contrast, for problems related to scattering, also the lower order terms of g

may be decisive.)

The sub-critical case. For n = 3, p < 6 global existence and regularity was

established by Jörgens [8] in 1961. Jörgens also was able to show local (small
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time) existence of regular solutions to (1.7), (1.2) for arbitrarily large p . More-

over, he was able to reduce the problem of existence of global, regular solutions
to (1.1) to (local) estimates of the L°° -norms of solutions.

These results have been generalized to higher dimensions; however, such ex-

tensions have been very hard to obtain. While Jörgens' work relies on the clas-

sical representation formula for the 3-dimensional wave equation, this method

fails in higher dimensions n > 3 . The fundamental solution to the wave equa-

tion no longer is positive; moreover, it carries derivatives transverse to the wave

cone. Nevertheless, at least for n < 9, the existence results of Pécher [11],

Brenner-von Wahl [2] now cover the full sub-critical range p < -^ ■ Regular

solutions are unique.

Global weak solutions. On the other hand, by a suitable approximation and us-

ing energy estimates, for all p > 2, n > 3 it is possible to construct global weak

solutions, satisfying (1.7) in a distributional sense; see Segal [14], Lions [10].

In this case, it even suffices to assume that the initial data Mo, Mi e L20C(R")

with M0 e Lf0C(R") and distributional derivative Vm0 e L2oc(R"). Energy esti-

mates immediately give uniqueness of weak solutions in case p < -M¡ - j¡h¡ '■>

see Browder [3]. However, this range is well below the critical Sobolev exponent

p = -^2 • In order to improve the range of admissable exponents, more sophis-

ticated tools were developed, based, in particular, on the LP — Lq -estimates for

the wave operator by Strichartz [17]; see also Brenner [1]. In their simplest

version, these estimates allow to prove uniqueness of solutions to (1.7), (1.2)

for p < 2^P , the Sobolev exponent in (« + 1) space dimensions. In fact,

uniqueness can be established for p < -^ '■> see Ginibre-Velo [4]. In this case,

moreover, the unique solution can be shown to be "strong," that is, to possess

second derivatives in L2 and to satisfy the energy identity [4]. Some of these

results will be derived in §2.

The critical case. In dimension n = 3, global existence of C2-solutions in the

critical case p = 6 was first obtained by Rauch [12], assuming the initial energy

to be small. His results will be presented in §3.

In 1987, also for "large" data global C2-solutions were shown to exist by this

author [18] in the radially symmetric case u0(x) = m0(|x|) , U\(x) = Ui(\x\).
Finally, Grillakis [6] in 1989 was able to remove the latter symmetry assumption,

yielding the following result:

Theorem 1.1. For any Mo 6 C3(R3), u\ e C2(R3) there exists a unique solution

u e C2(R3 x [0, oo[) to the Cauchy problem

(1.8) utt - Au + u5 = 0,

(1.9) M,       =Mo, UtlQ = Ui.

In §4 we present the detailed proof. Related partial regularity results inde-
pendently have been obtained by Kapitanskii [20] in 1989. Uniqueness holds

among C2-solutions. The proof procedes via a priori estimates. The classi-
cal representation formula crucially enters. It seems unlikely that regularity or
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uniqueness of weak solutions to (1.8), (1.9) can be established in a similar way.

Research on the critical case in higher dimensions is in progress; however, to

this moment the results on this subject still seem incomplete. Advances in these

questions may require eliminating the use of the wave kernel.

The super-critical case. In §5 we observe that for sufficiently small initial data

the existence of global regular solutions, for instance, to the equation

uit - Au + u5 + u\u\p~2 = 0   inR3 x [0, oo[,

for any p > 2 can be deduced as a corollary to Rauch's result. Various qualita-

tive properties of solutions in the super-critical case have recently been studied
by Zheng [19].

Other open problems concern scattering theory, involving, in particular, de-

cay estimates for solutions of (1.1) (see Ginibre-Velo [5]), or existence and

regularity results for initial-boundary value problems.

2. Preliminaries

We begin our study of ( 1.1 ) with some general comments about local solvabil-

ity and global continuation of solutions to (1.1), (1.2). An excellent reference

for many fundamental results on nonlinear wave equations is Strauss [16]; our

treatment of these issues will be somewhat narrower and directed towards our fi-

nal goal: the critical power. This restricted aim, however, will enable us to make
this paper essentially self-contained and to present a lot of material connected

with the existence problem for (1.1), (1.2) in detail, introducing the reader to

various approaches to this problem and showing their strengths and limitations.

Representation formulas. The representation of solutions to the inhomogeneous

wave equation in terms of the fundamental solution and energy estimates form

the basis of our solution method. For any / e C°° , u0, U\ G C°° there exists

a unique C°° -solution to the Cauchy problem

(2.1) u,t-Au = f   in R" x[0, oo[,

(2.2) "h=0 = "o,       "í|/=o = Hi-

lf n = 3, the most interesting case, this solution, in fact, is given by

"<*■ " ■ 7, {e¡l,M»°ly)dy)+ ¿l,wUlW*

4* JO  JdB,^(x)     t - S

where Br(x) = {y e R" ; \x - y\ < r} . From (2.3) we see immediately that in-

formation propagates with speed < 1. In particular, u(t) has compact support

for any t > 0 if this is the case for w0> "i, and /. However, (2.3) also shows

a fundamental weakness of the classical approach: For u0 e C3, Mi e C2,

/ € C2, the solution u will lie in C2, only. That is, we encounter a loss of

differentiability. In higher dimensions, a representation formula similar to (2.3)
holds, however, involving an even larger number (the integer part of § , resp.

^f2- ) of derivatives of uq , resp. of U\ and /. This makes the representation
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formula appear to be ill-suited for proving existence of solutions for semilinear

equations in dimensions n > 3 .

By contrast, no loss of differentiability will occur if instead of pointwise

control of the solution we are content with control of integral norms. The basic

observation is the following.

Energy inequality. Upon multiplying (2.1) by u, we obtain

d  f\ut\2 + |Vw|2'

dt

where the terms

e0{u) =

- div(M(VM) = fut

ut\2 + |Vm|2

2

and p{u) = utVu may be interpreted as energy and momentum of the solution

m . Integrating in x, if u(t) has compact support, by Holder's inequality we

obtain

§-tE0(u(t)) < (Jjf(-,t)\2dx^      (JjM-, t)\2dx

<(2E0(u(t))y/2\\f(.,t)\\L2{Rny

1/2  /   r \ '/2

< \2EQ{u{t))j'

where

?o(m('))= /   e0(u(-,t))dx=:\\u(t)\\l
JR"

denotes the "energy norm."

Thus

(2-4) ^Moilo < ̂ ll/(-> ')ILW < H/K t)\\LHRny

In particular, if / = 0, the "energy" EQ is conserved.

Various other conservation laws can be obtained by using further multipliers

related to symmetries of the wave operator. Very subtle identities and inte-

gral estimates in this way have been found; see Strauss [16, Chapter 2] for an

overview of results. In particular, in §4 we will make use of the integral estimate

implied by invariance of the wave operator under dilations (x, t) h-> (R x , R t)

for R > 0. For our immediate uses, however, the energy inequality will suffice.

So far, (2.4) has been established rigourously only for C°°-data Mo , U\ , and

/ with spatially compact support. For our next topic it is essential to extend the

validity of (2.4) to distribution solutions of (2.1) for finite energy initial data,

that is, for m0 , «i e L2(R") with Vm0 G L2(R"), and functions / belonging

to L2(Rn x [0, T]) for any T > 0. To achieve this extension, by density of

Cq°(R") in L2(R") we may approximate data uq,U\ as above by functions

M0m', Mj"1' G Cq° , converging to uq, U\ in energy norm as m —> oo . Similarly,

for any T > 0 we can find smooth, compactly supported functions /(m) con-

verging to / in L2(R" x [0, T]). Let M(m) be the corresponding sequence of

solutions to (2.1), (2.2), given by the classical representation formula. Then,

applying (2.4) to the difference v = M(m) - m(/) of any two solutions, we see that

u^m\-, t) is a Cauchy sequence in energy norm, uniformly in t e[0, T]. The
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limit m is a distribution solution to (2.1), (2.2) with uniformly finite energy in

the interval [0, T], which satisfies (2.4) in the slightly weaker sense

(2-5) \\u(t)\\0<\\u(0)\\0+ f\\f(.,s)\\L2{iln)ds,

for all t < T. In particular, u is unique in this class.

In a similar way, we now use (2.5) to construct solutions to nonlinear wave

equations (1.1), (1.2) for smooth, compactly supported initial data and smooth

nonlinearities satisfying a global Lipschitz condition by a contraction mapping
argument.

Global solutions for Lipschitz nonlinearities. Indeed, if g: R —> R is smooth

and globally Lipschitz, for any v e Cq° (R" x [0, oo[) we obtain a C°°-solution

m = K(v) to the initial value problem

utt-Au = -g(v)

with data Mo, Mi . By (2.5), for all T > 0 we have

sup
0<t<T

(K(v)-K(v))(t)     < /   \\{g(v)-g(v))(t)
o     Jo   >>

dt

.[  IK«-«
Jo

<L      ||(t;-t>)(0||,2di

<TL sup    (v-v)(t)  L2

where L denotes the Lipschitz constant of g. Moreover, if Mo, Mi have sup-

port in BR(0), and if v(t) has support in BR+t(0), so will u{t). Finally, by
Poincaré's inequality, for such v , v , and Kl we can estimate

||(V-t))(0||L2<(Ä + 0||V(«-«)(i)||£2<v/2(Ä+l)||(W-«)W||0.

Thus, for T < min I 1, ^ ' \ the map K extends to a contracting map on

the space

V = [v g L2(R" x [0, r]) ; supp(u(0) C BR+l(0), v,(t),W(t) e L2(R")

endowed with the norm

for almost every t,   and    sup ||u(i)|L < oo
o<«r

\v\\    =  sup ||«(0||o-
V 0<t<T U

Let m be the unique fixed point of AT in V ; then u weakly solves (1.1) and

assumes its initial data (1.2) in the distribution sense. By an approximation

argument as in the preceding paragraph, likewise for compactly supported mea-

surable initial data with finite energy we obtain a (unique) local solution to

(1.1), (1.2) in the space V. Observe that the support of the solution grows

with speed < 1 . Hence, given any number 7o > 0, by iterating the above con-

struction a finite number of times (with T < min 11, ^   '       j ) we obtain
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a finite energy solution to (1.1), (1.2) on the interval [0, T0] for any finite en-

ergy initial data supported in a ball of radius R. Since T0 is arbitrary, this

solution can be continued globally.
Finally, by finiteness of propagation speed also the assumption that the initial

data be compactly supported can be removed. Indeed, if u and v solve (1.1)

for compactly supported, finite energy initial data that coincide on the ball

Br(0) , their difference m will solve an equation of type (1.1) with a Lipschitz

nonlinearity g, where g(ü) — g{u)-g{v), and initial data vanishing on BR(0).

By the above existence and uniqueness result, m is supported outside the light

cone K = {(x, t) ; \x\ < R - t} above BR(0). Hence a solution to (1.1) on K

is entirely determined by its data in BR(0). For arbitrary data Mo, Mi with

locally finite energy, and k G N, we then let M0k), u\ ' be compactly supported

data that agree with Uq,U\ on Bk(0). For any k G N the corresponding

global solutions m(/c) , k > ko, then agree on the cone above 5^(0). Hence

the sequence (u^) converges locally in energy norm to a global solution u of

(1.1), (1.2). In the same way, as far as global existence is concerned, in the

following for convenience—and with no loss of generality—we may suppose

that the initial data have compact support. Moreover, for our next topics we

also require the data m0 , u\ to be smooth.

Strong solutions. Taking difference quotients u^ = u(')~u('+ e) in any space

direction e and passing to the limit h —» 0 we see that v = e • Vm weakly

solves

vtt — Av + g'{u)v = 0

and satisfies

^)||n-|MO)llo<
(2.6)

jT \\(g'(u)v)(t)\\L,dt < LJj\v(t)\\L1dt

T

f IKollo"../o
<CL

for any T > 0. Thus Vut{t), V2u(t) e L2(Rn), uniformly in t e [0, T],

and from equation (1.1) it now also follows that utt(t) G L2, uniformly in

t G [0, T], for any T > 0. This is the class of "strong solutions" to nonlinear

wave equations. For strong solutions we can derive the strong form of the

energy inequality (2.4). Since g{u)ut = ^G(m), upon multiplying (1.1) by ut

we obtain the conservation law

dt
(\ut\2 + IVmI2     _,, A       . ,   _ .     nÍ 2- + G{u) J - div(M,Vm) = 0,

where the term

e(u(t)) = |M'|2+2|VM|2 + G(u) = e0(u) + G(u)

now also contains the "potential energy density" G{u). Let

E(u{t)) = f e(u(t))dx.
JR"
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Integrating over Rn , since u(t) has compact support, we thus obtain that

(2.7) ^E(u(t))=0,

and energy is strictly conserved.

Higher regularity. By iterating the above procedure, we may want to derive

L2-bounds for higher and higher derivatives Dku , where D denotes any space-

time derivative, k g No . For instance, in case k = 3, any second order spatial

derivative w = V2m satisfies

wtt - Aw + g'{u)w + g"{u)\Wu\2 = 0.

However, while the term involving g'(u)w can be dealt with as before, the sec-

ond term presents some difficulty and can only be controlled in terms of E0(w)

if the dimension n < 8. In this case, assuming \g"{u)\ < C, by Sobolev's

inequality we can estimate

g"(u)\Vu(t)\2\\L2 < C||V«(0||£4 < C||V2M(0||f2||V3M(0||Í;21' < CE0(w)^

where -¿- + ^¿^ < 4 . The energy inequality (2.4) formally yields
n-2 n-4

^II^W||o<C||t«(0||o + C||«;(/)|lo"2}'.

Note that y —> 0 as n / 8 . Hence the last exponent may be > 1, and | \w(t)\ |0

might blow up in finite time. Similar problems arise if we want to control higher

derivatives of u by this simple trick.
If n > 9, we cannot start our iteration at ko = 2. However, if we choose

ko e N sufficiently large, by using Sobolev's embedding theorem as above we

can derive a priori estimates for | |Z>*:m(/)||0 for any k > ko in a small time

interval 0 < t < T(k). As in low dimensions, these estimates also may blow

up in finite time.

Nevertheless, we can use these estimates to show the local (small time) exis-

tence of solutions to general semilinear equations (1.1) for smooth, compactly

supported initial data.

Local solutions for semi-linear equations. Indeed, given an arbitrary smooth map

g : R —y R we may approximate g by maps g(fc) satisfying a uniform Lipschitz

condition and coinciding with g for \u\ < k .

By the preceding discussion, given any smooth initial data of compact sup-

port, for each k G N we obtain a global strong solution u^ of the approximate
equation

uu-Au + g(k){u) = 0,

with ||Z>'mW(0||0 < C for any / G {0, ... , /0} on some interval 0 < t < T =

T(lo), where C depends on the Lipschitz constant of g^ , /o , T, and the size

of the support of the initial data.

If n — 3, by the Sobolev embedding theorem

\\D'u^(t)\\LX < CH^'m^WIL. < C\\Dl+luW(t)\\0,
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for / = 0, 1, 2. In particular, for large k G N and sufficiently small T > 0,
we obtain \u^(x, t)\ < k in R3 x [0, T], and u^ will be a solution to (1.1).
Similarly, if n > 3 we can bound

\\D'u^(t)\\LOO

in terms of | \Dm+lu^{t)\\o , where m > | - 1, and we may conclude as before.

Again remark that by finiteness of propagation speed the assumption that the

initial data be compactly supported can be removed; in this case, however, we

can only assert the existence of a solution to (1.1), (1.2) in a neighborhood of

R" x {0}.

Global weak solutions. We now specialize our nonlinearity g to be of the form

(1.3)—(1.5). By assumption (1.4) there exist sequences r* —► ±oo as k —y oc

such that

We approximate g by Lipschitz functions

(g{rj-),    if u<r~,

g(k\u)= I  g(u),      ifr¿"<u<r+,

[ g(r+),     if m > r+ ,

with primitive G(k\u). Note that the approximating functions g^ satisfy (1.4)

with a uniform constant C . Now, for any k eN and smooth, compactly sup-

ported data we obtain a unique global strong solution M(fc) to the approximate

problem (1.1), (1.2) with D2dk\t) G L2(R") for all t.

Conservation of energy (2.7) implies uniform bounds for m = u^ . Let

E^(u(t)) = E0{u(t)) + f G^(u(t))dx.
JRn

By (1.4), (2.7), for any t > 0 we have

(2.8)        EQ(u(t)) - C\\u(t)\\2L2 < E^(u(t)) = eW(u{0)) < C < oo,

uniformly in k eN. In order to control ||«(0||¿2 > for fixed x &Rn we estimate

2       I   /"' 2 f' 2
\u(x, t) - uo(x)\   =   /  ut(x,s)ds    <t     \ut{x, s)\ ds.

\Jo Jo

Integrating in x , by Minkowski's inequality we obtain

||"(0||L2<ll"olL2 + \2tJ E0{u(s))ds

For t < T this and (2.8) gives the integral inequality

E0(u{t)) <C + CT f E0(u{s)) ds
Jo

1/2

for £o("(0) • From Gronwall's lemma we thus conclude that u{t) = u^k\t) is

uniformly bounded in energy norm on any interval [0, T], uniformly in k e N .

Hence, (M(^)keN is weakly relatively compact in the energy norm. Moreover,

the support of u^k\t) is bounded uniformly in k , for all / < T. By the Rellich-
Kondrakov theorem, therefore, we may assume that m(/c) —► u strongly in L2(Q)
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on any compact space-time region Q and pointwise almost everywhere. The

limit m has finite energy

E0(u(t)) < liminf ^("^(O),
k—»oo

and

(2.9) / G(u{t))dx <\ïminî f G^(u^(t))dx

for almost every / > 0, by Fatou's lemma. Finally, for <p e C0oo(R'Ix]0, oo[)

we obtain

i [(ut<p,-VuV<p)dxdt= lim   í í{uf](pt-Vu(k)W(p)dxdt

= lim   /     g{k)(u{k))tpdx dt = /     g(u)<pdxdt,

where / /... denotes integration over R" x [0, T]. That is, u weakly solves

equation (1.1). (Vitali's theorem, (1.5) and (2.9) were used to pass to the limit in

the nonlinear term.) Similarly, approximating L2-data «o> "i of finite energy

f   /|mi|2 + |Vm0|2     _,    A  ,
/   (——j—— + G(u0)Jdx<oo

by functions m0 ', m, g Co°(R"), the existence of global weak solutions to

(1.1) for arbitrary finite energy data may be derived.

Regularity and uniqueness. In the special case (1.7) with p < -^ ~ }¡~2 energy

estimates may be used to obtain higher regularity and uniqueness. Indeed, let

t/W be a difference quotient in direction e G R" as before. Then, upon passing

to the limit h \ 0, for v = e • Vm we obtain

vlt - Av = (1 - p)\u\p~2v ,

and thus, formally, by Holder's inequality and (2.4), that

^||v(Ollo < C\\(\u\p-2v)(t)\y < C\\u(t)\\PL-.2\\v(t)\\L2. ,

where 2* = —^ ■ Sobolev's inequality now implies that

^INo||0<c||M(o|ir2Ho|lo

and it follows that Eo(v(t)) < oo for all t; that is, m is a strong solution

to (1.1). Similarly, higher regularity (for small time, if the dimension is large)

may be obtained. To see uniqueness, let u, ü be solutions to (1.7) with the

same initial data (1.2). For v = u - ü we obtain the inequality

^II^W||0<c(||mW||0 + ||m(0||0)p_2|KO||0.

Since v(0) = vt(0) = 0, uniqueness follows.

By more sophisticated methods the above regularity and uniqueness results
may be extended to the full sub-critical range p < -^ ; see Ginibre-Velo [4].

One such method will be briefly explained next.
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Lp - Lq-estimates. By a result of Strichartz [17], for any //-solution of the

wave equation in R" x [0, oo[ with Dm = utt - Au G L^ and vanishing initial

data we have

(2.10) \\u{t)\\u<C fit-sf-^WUu^W    ,ds,
Jo L

provided ô = \ - £ < -^ ; see also Brenner [1]. We illustrate how this estimate

may be used to obtain global strong (or even classical) solutions to (1.7) in

dimensions n > 3. Since we will need g G C2, we suppose that p > 3. The

above condition on S then requires n < 5, p < 2(n"jH11) .

It suffices to show existence of a solution on R" x [0, T] for compactly

supported, smooth data and for arbitrary T > 0. Let m(0) solve u$ - Am(0) = 0

with initial data (1.2), and for k G N let u(k) be the solution to the approximate

equation

u(k) - Au(k) + u(k) vam{\u(k)\p-2 , kp~2} = 0,

together with (1.2). Here, min{a, b} is a smooth function coinciding with the

minimum of a and b for \a — b\>\.

Then u^ = m(0) + v^ , where

(2.11) Dt/*> = v^-AvW = -u{k) mm{\u{k)\p-2, kp~2} ,

with
t;(*)(0) = vlk){0) = 0.

By (2.6), D2ék\t) G L2(R") for all t. Moreover, by (2.9) we can uniformly

bound
E0{u^(t))<Co,

f jVfe)|"   kp     {\uW\2-k2)ke-2\.       _
/   min <- , — +-r—-} dx < C0.
Jr- {    P        P 2 J

That is, DuM(0 is uniformly bounded in L^(R") for all t. From (2.10) we
now obtain

H^wlL^ll^wlL + ll^wlL
(2.12) rt

<C(t) + C     (t-s)l-2nâ\\Dvik\s)\\ _t_dx<C(T)
Jo Lp '

for all t < T, since S = \ - j¡ < -¡¡^ < £ for the range of p and n considered.

Differentiating (2.11), similarly we obtain

p{Dv^)\ < (p - l)\Du^\min{\u^\p-2, kp~2} <(p- \)\Du^\\ék)\p-2.

Hence D{Dv^) G ¿A and by (2.12)

\p{Dv^)(t)\\L^ < (p - l)\\Du^(t)\\u\\u^(t)\\p-2 < C(T)\\Du^(t)\\^.

Thus, from (2.10) we infer

\\Du^(t)\\^<C(T) + C{T) i\t-sy-2"â\\Du^(s)\\^ds,
Jo

and it follows that ||Z>w^)(0| |^ < C(T) for all 0 < t < T.
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Finally, we have

|D(Z)V*>)| < C(\Du^\2\u^\"-3 + |Z)V*>||MW|'-2),

whence

<C(7-)(l + ||DV*)(í)|y,

and from (2.10) again it follows that ||D2m(/:)(í)||L(, < C(T), uniformly in k .

But by Sobolev's inequality, for n < 5 , p > 3 , we may estimate

\\u^(t)\\Lai<C\\D2u^{t)\\^<C(T).

It follows that for sufficiently large k the function u = «(fc) is a (strong) solution

to the original equation (1.7). If g G C4, we can proceed to bound the first

and second derivatives of u and hence obtain a classical solution.

Note that the range p < ^y, where Stichartz' estimate may be applied,

slightly exceeds the range p < -fy - j^i > where simple energy estimates suffice

to show regularity and uniqueness.

Classical solutions. If n = 3, using (2.3) one can also devise a contraction

mapping argument in the space C2 to obtain local classical solutions to (1.1),

(1.2) for initial data Mo g C3, U\ g C2 with compact support.

Indeed, via (2.3) the initial value problem (1.1), (1.2) can be converted into

the integral equation

W Jo  J\x-y\=t-s        t - S

where v denotes the solution to the homogeneous wave equation with data ( 1.2).

If g is smooth and globally Lipschitz this can easily be solved on R3 x [0, T]

for suitably small T > 0 by a contraction mapping argument in the space

C°(R3 x [0, T]) with the L°°-norm. Differentiating (1.1) in any spatial direc-

tion, similarly we obtain

1    ['  Í g'(u)Du

Jo  J\x~y\=t-
Du(x, /) = Dv(x, t) - —       / 2_LJ—dyds

471 Jo  J\x

and an analogous equation for the second spatial derivatives, from which we

can as usual derive locally uniform bounds for all first and second derivatives

of m on R3 x [0, T]. To extend u beyond T we write

Jt J\x
u(x,t) = vl(x,t)-—       / —K-—-^-dyds,

4n JT Jlx_y]=t_s      t - s

where now V\ denotes the solution of the homogeneous wave equation with

data m(-, T) and ut(-, T) at time T. At first it may seem as if we had lost

one derivative in this procedure. However, following Jörgens [8, p. 301], we

can write

g(u(y,s))

-y\=l-s47r Jo    J\x-y\=t-s        l - s
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and v i G C2, as desired. Thus, for smooth Lipschitz nonlinearities by itera-

tion we obtain global C2-solutions. Likewise, for smooth g we obtain local

C2-solutions (for small time). However, if g'{u) is uniformly bounded (for

instance, if u is uniformly bounded) on any interval [0, T], then also this

solution extends globally. Finally, by finiteness of propagation speed, the as-

sumption that the data have compact support can be dropped.

Due to loss of differentiability in the nonlinear term, in dimensions n > 3

this approach—apparently—fails.

After this preliminary discussion of different approaches to semi-linear wave

equations we now focus our attention on (1.7) in the critical case p = 6 in

dimension n = 3 , which will be fixed from now on.

In the next section we present the existence result of Rauch for small data.

Then we present an energy decay estimate and show how regularity in the ra-

dial case may be derived. Finally we focus on the work of Grillakis [6], whose
penetrating analysis provides the crucial insight needed to pass from the ra-

dially symmetric to the general case and give a slightly simplified exposition.

We conclude this paper with a global existence result for certain super-critical

nonlinearities and small data.

3. Rauch's result

Let z = (x, t) denote points in space-time R3 x R. Given z0 = (xo, t0), let

K(z0) = |z = (x, t);   \x-x0\<t0-tj

be the backward light cone with vertex at zq ,

M(z0) = |z = (x, t)\   |x-*o| = ío-í}

its mantle,

D(t;z0) = {z = (x,t)eK(zo)]       (t fixed)

its space-like sections. If zn = (0, 0), zo will be omitted. For any space-time

region g C R3 x R , r < S", we denote

QST ={z = (x,t)&Q; T < t < s]

the trunctated region. Hence, for instance,

dKf = D(s) U D(t) U Mf.

If 5 = oo or t = -oo, they will be omitted. Given a function m on a cone

K(z0), we denote its energy density by

e(u) = í(|m,|2 + |Vm|2) + ¿|m|6,

and by

E(u; D(t; z0)) = / e(u)dx

its energy on the space-like section D(t ; zo). Moreover, let x = y + Xq and

denote
I   ,, I2

_ i
dZo(u) - \ M"'-v" + IW
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the energy density of u tangent to M(z0).

Finally, for x0 G R3 let

Br{x0) = {x GR3;   \x-x0\<R}

with boundary

Sr(xq) = {x G R3 ;   \x-xo\ = R}.

In the following, the letters c, C will denote various constants. Eo will denote

a bound for the initial energy.

The proof of Rauch's existence result relies on the following inequalities of

Hardy-type that also play an essential role in the work of Grillakis and this

author on the limit case p = 6. We state these estimates in a form due to

Grillakis [6, Lemma 2.1]).

Lemma 3.1. Suppose u G L6(BR) possesses a weak radial derivative ur = ^ttt G

L2(BR). Then with an absolute constant Cq for all 0 < p < R the following
holds:

í       ^^dx<AÍ       \ur\2dx + 2R~l [ \u\2do;
Jbr\bp   \x\ Jbr\b„ Jsr

(1)

(Ü)

(iii)

/ \u\4do<C0 I ( f  \ur\2dx)     ( f  \u\6dx)     +( [  \u\6dx)
JsR \\Jbr )     \Jbr \Jbr

Proof, (i) follows upon integrating the inequality

1/2 /  r n1/2       /f x. 2/3>

l"r|2 = l^rWru) - lu
4r2     2r2dr       '

over BR\BP.   See Grillakis [6, Lemma 2.1] for the remaining details of the
proof.   D

Let z0 = (xo, t0) be given and suppose m is a C2-solution of (1.8) on the

backward light cone A^o(zo). As observed in §2 above, in order to prove that u

can be extended to a global solution of (1.8), it suffices to show that for any zo

as above

mo = sup |m|
Ko(zo)

can be a priori bounded in terms of zo and the initial data. Clearly, we may

assume that wo = |m(zo)| .

The first fundamental estimate towards deriving a priori bounds of this kind

is the following local version of the energy inequality. For later use we refer to

a slightly more general situation than described above.

Lemma 3.2. Let z = (x, t). Suppose u G C2(A:0(z)\{z}) solves (1.8), (1.9).

Then for any 0 < t <s <t there holds

E(u; D(s ;z)) + -= (      d2(u) do = E(u; D(t ; z)) < E0,
v 2 Jm;(i)
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where do denotes the surface measure on M(z).

Proof. Integrate the identity

(m» - Am + u5)ut = -7-e(u) - div(VM ut) = 0

over Kf(z). Now let y — x - x and use the fact that the outward unit normal

on M(z) is given by

.--UA.i
V2 \M '

Hence the "energy flux" through M(z) is given by

n • ( - Vmm, , e{u)) = -11 j (\dtu\2 - 2^- • Vmm, + |Vm|2J + ^|m|6 j

= l=d2(u).

See Rauch [12].    D

By Lemma 3.2, for any fixed z the energy E(u; D(s; z)) is a monotone

nonincreasing function of 5 G [0, t[ and hence converges to a limit as s / t.

It follows that

(3.1) I      (d2(u))do^0       (s,t/T);
JMf(z)

however, at a rate that may depend on z .

Following Rauch [12] we now decompose u = v + w, where v G

C2(R3 x [0, oo[) is the unique solution of the homogeneous wave equation

vtt — Av — 0

with initial data (1.9) and

wlt - Aw + u5 = 0,        iüi<=0 = 0 = iüt|/=0.

In particular, at z0 = (xo, to) we may express w via (2.3) as follows

5,,    * 1     Í        u5(x, t)   .  ,

4* ./Mn(zn)      t0 - t'M0{zQ

Thus, and splitting integration over M0r(z0) and MT(zo) for suitable  T,

we obtain

m0 = |m(z0)| < \v{zQ)\ + \w{z0)\

(3.2) .  ,   Nl     m0  f m4    .        1    /• |m|5    ,

- '         '     4n JMt(Zo) to-t          4n JMr{Zo) t0 - t

By Holder's inequality and Lemma 3.2, the last term

5 / \ 5/6

m) fT     }^-tdo<C{\to-T\^2-\to\^2)[f       \u\*do)
(3.3) Jm¿(Zo) to -1 \Jm0(z0) j

< C E%/6\t0 - T\~1'2.
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Hence, if for some T < t0 we have

f M4
(3.4) / JL-do<2n,

Jmt{z0) to~ t

from (3.2) and (3.3) we can bound

(3.5) m0 < 2|ü(z0)| + CE50/6(\t0 - T\~xl2 - \t0\-x'2)

in terms of the initial data, zo , and T.

Now, by Holder's inequality

/        J^do<([        -M-do\,2(f        \u\*doY\
Jmt(zo) to - t \Jmt(zo) 1*0 - t\ ) \Jmt(z0) )

Let u(y) = u(xo + y, to - \y\) • Then by Lemma 3.1 we have

12 -   t \ü(y)[r   j^d0 = V2f    )m_dy
Jmt(z0) Ko - t\¿ Jb,0-t(0)    W

<C f \Vü\2dy + C\ f |m|6í/j;)
Jb,0-t(0) \Jb1o-T(0) J

<C f       dZo(u)do + C[ [       dZo(u)do)

< c(e(u; D(T; z0)) + Ex'\u; D(T; z0))).

Thus

(3.6) /        -2—do<c(E{u;D(T;zo))+E2'3{u;D(T;z0))).
JMt(z0) l0 — t \ /

With the special choice T = 0, (3.4-6) now lead immediately to Rauch's exis-

tence result:

Theorem 3.3. There exists a constant eo > 0 such that (1.8), (1.9) for any

M0 G C3(R3), Mi G C2(R3) with energy

Jri \

;m1|2 + |vm0|2 + |m^-   x<eo

admits a global C2-solution.

Remark 3.4. Estimates (3.2)-(3.6) also give the following local version of

Rauch's theorem. Let z = (x, t), t>0:

If m G C2(R3 x[0,t[) is a solution to (1.8), (1.9), and if

(3.7) E(u;D{T;z))<e0

for some T < t, then u (and its first and second derivatives) can be uniformly

a priori bounded on K0(z) \ {z} in terms of T, z, and the initial data.

In fact, in this case u can be extended as a solution of ( 1.8) to a full neighbor-

hood of z. Indeed, since u e C2(R3 x [0, t[), condition (3.7) will be satisfied

for all points z = (x, t) with x close to x .
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Finally, observe that if u (and hence its first and second derivatives) are

uniformly bounded on K0(z) \ {z}, condition (3.7) is automatically satisfied.

Thus, in order to extend m as a solution of (1.8) to a neighborhood of z it

suffices to establish that
lim sup |m(zo)| < oo.

ZoeAT(2)x{î}

By steps (3.2)-(3.6) of the proof of Rauch's theorem then, in fact, it suffices to

show that for some T < t there holds

[ M4
(3.8) lim sup   / -do < 2n.

z0eK(j)Mz} Jmt(z0) to~ t

This will be important for our next topic.

4. Large data

We now show how the smallness assumption in Rauch's Theorem 3.3 can be

removed. Again remark that it suffices to consider data Uq,U\ with compact

support.

Suppose by contradiction that u does not extend globally. Then u becomes

unbounded in finite time T. Since the support of u in R3 x [0, T] is relatively

compact there exists a "first" singular point z = (x ,t), 0 <t <T, such that

\u(x, t)\ —> 00

for some sequence x —> x , t / ï, and t is minimal with this property.

By Remark 3.4, in order to achieve a contradiction it suffices to establish

condition (3.8).
Since t — 0 in the following no longer plays a distinguished role, we may

shift coordinates so that z = (0, 0) and henceforth assume that m is a C2-

solution of (1.8) on R3 x [t{, 0[ for some t\ < 0. As customary, the Landau

symbol "o(l) as r -> 0" will denote error terms depending on a parameter r

that tend to 0 as r —> 0.
Observe that (1.8) and E are invariant under scaling

R H+ uR(x, /) = Rl/2u{Rx, Rt),

for any R > 0.
Following Struwe [18, Lemma 2.3] we use the testing function t ut+X'Vu + u

to derive the following identity

(4.1) 0= {utt-Au + us)(tut + X'Vu + u) = -T-(tQo + utu) - div(t P0) + R0,

where

Po = j (jN2 - ^|Vm|2 - i|M|6) + (u, + j ■ Vm + ") Vm,

Öo = 5M2 + 5IVMI2 + ¿|m|6 + (y • Vw) u, > 0   in Kh ,

*o= ilwl6 >0.

Note that the multiplier tut + x • Vm + u is related to the generator of the scaled

family uR . As in Grillakis [6, (2.2)], we may rewrite (4.1) in the form

(4.2)    o-«U(a+¥+£)-**} +{&+£+*}•
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If we integrate (4.1) over a truncated cone K¡ , integrals involving utu will

appear. Using the function (t2 + \x\2)ut + 2tx-Vu + 2tu as a further multiplier,
Grillakis succeeds in showing that

/     utudx <o(l)-»0       (tyO).
Jd(d1*1

)do-+0
'M,,

With little more extra work this additional multiplier can be avoided.

As a first step, we obtain

Lemma 4.1 [18, Lemma 3.2]. There exists a sequence of numbers te / 0 such

that

— j     u^dx < o(l),
K/l Jd(u)

where o{\) —► 0 as I —> oo.

For completeness we present the proof.

Proof. Consider u¡(x, t) = 2-ll2u{2~lx, 2~'t), / G N, satisfying (1.8) with

E(u,;D(t))=E(u;D(2-'t))<E0;

moreover, (3.1) translates into the condition (d(u) := do(u))

(4.3) /   d(u,),
Jm,.

as / —> oo. First, suppose that

/      uj dx —> 0       (/ —» oo).
Jü(h)

Then let t¡ = 2~lt\ and estimate

(4.4)
/ \  1/2   / \  1/2

-r— l     utudx <     j     \ut\2 dx        [ t—tj ¡       u2dx)
K/l Jd(U) \JD(t,) j \\tl\    JD(ta,) )

(\ 1/2

-^ /     ujdx)      ^0    (/^oo)
I'll    JD(tl) J

to achieve the claim.

Otherwise, there exist C\ > 0 and a sequence A of numbers / —► oo such
that

liminf   /      uj dx > C\.
/-►oo, /6AJ0(/,)

For any 5 G [¿i, 0[, by Holder's inequality

2/3   / \ 1/^

(4.5) J    ujdx<(^-\sA      IJ    lutfdx)      <CE0l/3s2.
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Choose s - S\ < 0 such that the latter is < C\ . Then by (4.3) we have

2 /   (ui),u¡dz= /    -T-\ui\2dx
Jks> Jks> at

'i 'i

= /      \u¡\2dx- I      \ui\2dx + —f= j     |m/|2 do
Jd{s,) Jd(i,) v2Jrf>t

<o(l)-»0      (/-»oo,  le A).

We conclude that for suitable numbers s¡ e [ti, Si], t¡ = 2~es¡, / G A, we have

T—r/     utudx = -—-        (ut)tU[dx < o(\) —» 0       (/—»oo,  / G A).
I'/I •/£>((,) P*l 7ß(j,)

Relabelling, we obtain a sequence (í/)/6n , as desired.   D

Lemma 4.2 [18, Lemma 2.2]. For any I e N there holds

mL^6dz+L^Uif+i2m2+<-Vu)+^)äx

<o(l)-0       (/-»oo).

Again we give the proof for completeness.

Proof. For s e[t¡, 0[ integrate (4.1 ) over Kft to obtain

0 =  /    (sQo + utu) dx + —¡= \   (t Qo + utu - x • P0) do
Jd{s) v 2 Jm¡

+ l'/l /     Qodx+       R0dx- utudx.
Jo(ti) Jk^ Jd(u)

Now, Qo is dominated by the energy density e(u). Thus, and using Holder's

inequality as in (4.4), (4.5), the first term is of order |s| and hence vanishes as

s / 0. Moreover, on Mt¡ we have

\tQo + utu-x • P0\

= t |Vm|2-
\x\

+ j\u
,.   6     m(/m( + x-Vm)

/2

< |//| (3rfo(«) +
t2

Hence by (3.1) and Hardy's inequality Lemma 3.1 the second term is of order

o(l)|i/|, where o(l) —► 0 as / -► oo . Thus, by Lemma 4.1 we have

7-7 /    R0dz+ i     Qodx<-r-r[     u,udx + o(l)<o(l)^0       (/-»oo),
I'/I JK'tl JD(t,) \tl\ Jd(í¡)

which is the desired conclusion.    G

Now we use (4.1 ) in its equivalent form (4.2) to derive a stronger version of

Lemma 4.1.
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Lemma 4.3. There exists a sequence of numbers t¡ / 0 such that the conclusion

of Lemma 4.1 holds for (t¡) while in addition we have

2 < ïi/ïM < 4

for all l G N.

Proof. First observe that by Holder's inequality and Lemma 4.2 for any m G N

we have

'/3 /   . \ 1/3

—» 0   (m —> oo),/      lf$Ldx<c([      \u\6dx)     <c(f      Q0dx]
JD(tm)  \t\ \JD(tm) J \JD(tm) J

where (tm) is determined in Lemma 4.1. Divide (4.2) by t and integrate over

the cone K¡™ for m > I to obtain

By the preceding remark the first term on the right vanishes as we let m —» oo,

while by (3.1) the integral over M¡" becomes arbitrarily small as m > I —» oo .

Finally, by Lemma 4.1, we have

f      UtU   .If,
/      -L-dx = -1—;Utudx>o(l)->0       (/-»oo).

Jd(íi)   t \t¡\ J

All remaining terms being nonnegative, we thus obtain the estimate

r   \u\2 f° ( 1    f     \u\2      \

Hence for any t G [t¡/2, 0[ there also holds

o(l)>i/( I    ¥£dx\dt>   inf   /    %&dt,
t J2I \JD(i)  \t\2        J        - 2T<t<lJm  \t\2

where o{ 1 ) —> 0 if / —» oo .

To construct the sequence (?/), now choose t\ = t\ and proceed by induction.

Suppose f/, / = 1, ..., L, have been defined already. Let tL+[ G R-, ^    be

chosen such that

f ^dx<2    inf    /    %dx.
Jd{,l+i) \t\2       -    l-i<t<^JD(t) \t\2

Clearly, this procedure yields a sequence (//) such that 2 < Í//7/+1 < 4 for all /

and
|m|2
-TTjdx—»0       (/—» oo).

i in
By (4.4) then

/Jd(

I */l Jd(
utudx—»0       (/—»oo),

lD(tt)

concluding the proof.    U

To simplify notation, we will assume that t¡ = t¡ for all /, initially.
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The radial case. At this point we can indicate how the decay estimate Lemma

4.2 and Lemma 4.3 imply regularity of solutions in the radial case. First ob-

serve that for radially symmetric data Mo(x) = Mo(|x|), etc., the unique local

C2-solution m to (1.8), (1.9) again is radially symmetric, that is, u(x, t) =

"(1*1, t).
Note that this implies that blow-up can only occur on the line x = 0. Indeed,

if m is regular on Ko(z)\{z} and blows up at z = (z, t), the same will be true

for any point z = (x, t) with \x\ — \X\ = f. Now, if jc ^ 0, given any isN

we can choose points xk G R3 with \xk\ = r, 1 < k < K , and T G [0, t[ such

that
D(T; zk)nD(T;z¡) = 0

for all k t¿ /, where zk = (xk , T), k = 1, ..., K. Moreover, by Remark 3.4

£(M;D(r;zfc))>e0>0

for all k , while by Lemma 3.2
k /      k \

Keo <Y,E{u;D{T- zk)) =eIu;\J D(T; zk)    < e[u;D{T; (0, r + t)))
k=\ V      k=\ /

<E(u;D(0;(0,r + t))) <E0,

independently of K. Thus, blow-up may first occur on the line x = 0, only.

(See Figure 1.)
Let blow-up occur at (0, t). Shifting time by / then we may assume that

u(x, t) = m(|x| , /) is regular on R3 x [t\, 0[ and blows up at the origin. As

a second step we estimate the speed of blow-up. Again observe that (1.8) is

invariant under scaling

u •—» uR(x, t) = Rl/2u{Rx, Rt).

This suggests that m(z) ~ \z\  {/1. In fact, the following result holds.

Figure 1. The energy at the basis of each cone is > £o •
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Figure 2. Overlap of the cones Ktl_L{zJk).

Lemma 4.4 [18; Lemma 3.3].

4fii :=limsup(|M(z)|.|z|1/2) > 0.
z=(*,!)—0 V '

The proof of Lemma 4.4 is rather involved and will not be presented here.

We can now conclude the regularity proof. Let zk = (xk , sk) G Ktl satisfy

|m(z^.)| =     sup    |m(z)| > 2£\\2k\~%.
zeJsr,,(2t)

Choose a sequence / = l(k) —► oo (/c —► oo) such that

*/+i >$k>ti,

with (//) as in Lemma 4.3. By (3.2)-(3.3) we may fix L G N independent of
a: such that for large k there holds

l*<**>l Í! - ¿ /      7^ ^) < c+c(ä - í/_l|-1/2 -14 - /i r 1/2)^5/6
V 471 JMll_L(zk) Sk-t       J

<C + C2-^2\sk\-^2E^<ei\zkr1/2,

where E0 — E(u; D(t\, 0)) is the initial energy.

Thus, by choice of zk and (3.6) we conclude that

E{u\ D(t¡_L; zk)) > e0   for all k.

Given  J € N, for each Ä: G N  choose  / points xJk,  j = 1,...,/, equi-

distributed on the sphere  \xJk\ = \xk\.   Let z¿ = (xJk,sk).   Note that there

exists S = S(J,L)>0 such that (x, t,_L) e D(t¡_L ; z[)C)D(t¡_L ; z¿), f # j ,
implies that |x| < (1 - S)t¡_L . (See Figure 2.)
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Hence by Lemma 4.2 we have

j

Jeo<Y.E^D^-^zk))
7 = 1

< E(u ; D{t,_L ; 0)) + £ E(u ; Z>(í,_¿ ; z¿) n D{t,_L ; z())

<E0 + C(J,S) i
JlD('i-l)

Q0dx<E0 + o(l),

where o(l) —» 0 as /c —» oo for any fixed J . Choosing J large, for sufficiently

large k e N we thus obtain a contradiction. Hence, u is uniformly bounded

on Ktt and the proof in the radially symmetric case is complete.

General data. Finally, we present Grillakis' work on the general case. The key

observation is that the decay Lemma 4.2 suffices to establish (3.8), directly.
However, this is not at all easy to see.

Fix z0 = (x0, to) G K\{0} arbitrarily. Denote y = x-x0, y = ijfr, x = A .

Divide (4.2) by t and for s > t0 integrate over Kf;\K(z0) to obtain the relation

D(;,)\D(<,;zo)

_ M,M        M^   ,
ßo + — + 2^2 Wx

+

72

1
/ (zo)

_. M/M        Mz

ôo + ^- + 2^2-y^

*0 + Go + £22/2

\K(*o)
/

rfz = / + ••• + V.

(See Figure 3.)

/ = /,

D(trz0)

D(t,)

Figure 3
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By Holder's inequality (4.4), (4.5) and Lemma 4.2 the first term I —»0 if we
choose s — tk with k -» oo . Similarly, II -> 0 if / -» oo . By (3.1) also III -» 0
as / —» oo . Finally V < 0. Thus we obtain the estimate for any z0 G #\{0} ,

(4.6) /        (Q0 + h!¡t+*-y.p)do<o(l)^0       (/-»oo),
Jmu(z0) \ t Lt )

with error term o (I) independent of zo-

By a beautiful geometric reasoning, Grillakis [6] now proceeds to bound (3.8)

in terms of (4.6) of (4.6). Let r = \x\ ; then we may rewrite

_ U,U        M2        .     _
A: = Qo + ^ + W2-yP

= (l-X.i)^)i|Mí|2+(l+X.i)J)(¿|VM|2 + i|M|6)

1 T T U
+ -{ut -y • Vm)m+ -m,x • Vm - u,y • Vm — (x • Vm) (y • Vm) + -^-j-

Introducing ua = y • Vm , a - x - y(y • x), \a\ua = a • Vm , Qm = Vm - yu„ ,

this expression becomes

= (\-x.yr1) \{ut - ua)2 + (l+x-y^) (j\^u\2 + ||M|6)

r u u2
+ -\a\(ut - Ua)Ua + -{Ut - U„) + j^.

Now let x • y = cos Ô , \a\ = sin ô and for brevity denote -75 (m, - u„) = up .

(See Figure 4 on p. 78.) Then the above

A = (l - - cos á) \up\2 + (l + - COS ¿) (^|ßM|2 + í|m|6)

(4.7) + V2-t\ sin ô\upua + v^ + ^

firUnU U2
= --Ao + V2^ + -2.

Note that if we estimate \ua\ < \Clu\, in particular, we have

(4.8)

Ao > ( 1 - - cos ô) \up\2 + ( 1 + - cos ôj U\ua\2 + ||m|6J + V2-\ sin ô\upua

> (l + y) (\Up\2 + ^ua\2 + \\uA-jt(y2yJ\+cos Sup - V'l - cos ôua)2

>0

on Af,,(z0).

Now for any e > 0 there is a constant C = C(e) such that for any z0 e K

and any z G Afc'°(z0) we may estimate

-y/2- | sin <5| < e,        —cos S > \.

In fact, for z = (x, t) G MCt°(zo) we have

l'-*ol      \y\
<\y-x\ = \xo\ < \to\ <

C- 1      C-l
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Hence

Figure 4

- -       s   x   y ^ i
x -y — cos d = 7—r • 7-r > 1

\x\   \y\ -

y_    x_

\y\   \A
>1-2^1>1

c- i

while

! >.    r =    \y\      \t - tp\   |xj

-   t     \t-to\'    \t\    ' \y\

This yields the following estimate.

4-è)0-^r)
Lemma 4.5. For any e > 0, any zo G K, letting C = C(e) be determined as

above, if tk < C to we have

/        Ado> x / \Up\2do-sE0
Jm'.Hzo) l Jm'Mzo)

Proof. Estimate

y/2u„U
< \Up\   +

2/2-

Hence by (4.7) and our choice of C(e), for z e M^'°(zo) we have

A > \\up\2 - e\UpUa\ > j\up\2 - ^= Gí/Zo(m),

which in view of Lemma 3.2 proves the claim.   D
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Observe that up may be interpreted as a tangent derivative along M(z0).

In fact, let <P be the map

(4.9) <î> : y >-> (x0 + y, t0-\y\)

and let

(4.10) v(y) = u(®(y)),

whenever the latter is defined. Then the radial derivative vs of v is given by

y • Vw i—
(4.11) vs= =ua-ut = -\l2Up.

Lemma 4.6 (Grillakis [6, (2.23)]). For any z0 G K and any C > 0 there holds

i ^¿0>(l+ln(l + C))-o(l)
JM(\+C)t0{zo)     t

where o(l) -» 0 if (I + C)to > t¡ and / —» oo.

Proof. Introducing y as new variable via (4.9), (4.10), we have

/ -?—do= l      vs—■-dy — \      I       vs-s2ds\ do.
Jmíi+C)Io(z0)   t JBcUol     \y\ -10  '      JSt \Jo s-t0        J

Upon integrating by parts, this gives

Js¡ \Jo

CM ds(v2/2)
s2 ds    do

s-to

rC\to\   /       ,.2C i|2c2f     Al'ol   /       V2S                v252       \                                   1 f
= -1-^7-TT ) dS dO + —;-——r   / V¿ dO

Jsjo       \   s-to     2{s-to)2) 2(l + C)\to\JsCUûl

>-!       y2    d =-—! »2  do{x t)
-   hcw\y\(\y\-to)  y'    V2JM{i+C)lo{z0)t(t-to)  °(x'

= -f°     iïïlîrW        u2do(x))dt.
J(l+C)t0 I'l   \lt-t0\ JdD(t;z0) )

Now by Hardy's inequality Lemma 3.l.(iii) we have

( —!— /      u2do)   <C I      u4do
\\t - to\ JdD(t;z0)       J JdD{t;z0)

<c\l [    \Vu\2dx)     +[[    \u\6dx)     \-lf    \u\6dx)
[\JD(t;z0) J \^ß(/;z0) / \JD(t;z0) J

<C(Eo)[ [    \u\6dx)     .
\JD(t;z0) J

Hence

f    uJ?Ld0>-cr i([ \ufdx) dt,
Jm(1+C)Io(z0)     t J(l+C)t0 \t\   \JD(t) J
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with C depending on E0 only. By Lemma 4.2 the latter can be controlled as

follows. Let k, K eN be determined such that

tk < (1 + C)to < tk+x <tK<to< tK+i.

Note that by Lemma 4.3

tk+i

whence

Estimate

1 + c > th+i > 2^-(*+»),

K-k<l + log2(l+C).

1/4

r      l([    \u\6dx)     dt<T f'+i 1[ f    \u\6dx)     dt.
J(i+c)t0\t\ \Jd(i)       j ~r¿Jt¡   \t\ \Jdw       j'(l+C)fo I*

By Holder's inequality, this is

and by Lemma 4.3

K  \t     t    l3/4 / r \
<cyli, i+i'     /   i«i6(/z

<cy(l f \u\6dz)   .

1/4

Finally, use Lemma 4.2 to see that this is

<(K-k+l)o(l)£ (l+ln(l + C))o(l)

where o(l) -» if (1 + C)t0 > t¡ and / -» oo .   D

Combining Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 it follows that for any e > 0, if we choose

tk < C(e)t0 < tk+i, we can estimate

(4.12)

o(l) > /       Ado
Jmu(z0)

>\i        \Up\2do-eE0+ [        ^0i/o-o(l)(l+ln(l + C(e))),
Jm'J(zo) JM,k(z0) V '

where o(l) —> 0 as / —» oo. To estimate Ao on M,k(zo) now introduce the

new angle ôo, where |xo| = r0, xo = f1, x0 • y = cos S0. (See Figure 5.)

Again y = x - Xo, and \y\ = a = to - t. With this notation

r cos S = x ' yr = x • y — y - y + xq ■ y = a + rQ cos S0,

sin ô\ — \a\ =
x-{x-y)y xo - (x0 • y)y ro i   •    s i

= —sin on
r

Hence, by (4.7),

(4.13)

Ao = (l - j - "j cos So) \up\2 + (l + j + "j cos ao) (i|fiM|2 + i|M|6)

+ \/2 y|sinao|w^"a.
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l/l = l/0l

■(«-8n)

Figure 5

Estimating \Q.u\ > \ua\ as before, this is

(4.14)

( 2 -  °      ° j \up\2 - Yt (yïVl + cos Ö0Up - v/l - cos ô0ua)

+
to  /,    ,   r0\  li„   |2   .   to

1 +
fe

2/

+ vi+2cq,*)ii«r
Note that all the latter terms are nonnegative for z e M(z0), zq e K. By

(4.14), and since r0 < \t0\, for t < 2i0 we have A0 > \up\2. Moreover, given

0 < e < 1, zo G K, let tm < 2/0 < Wi and set

r = r(£;z„)={zeMJz0);   |á0| < £1/4}

A = A(e; z0) = Mrm(z0)\r.

Note that by (4.13) on T we can estimate

Ao > \up\2 - V2el/4\upua\

>\up\2-V2el'4dZ0(u),

while by (4.14) on A we have

A0> Í2
t

£l/2

1 + — COS ¿i
'o

o) \\u\ >i 1- 1
>l/2

+ e >\6

— |M|6-£i/Z0(M).



(4.16) ̂ — f\u\6do< f       Aodo + eEo<2eEo + o(l)(l+\n(l + C(e)))
™ Ja Jm,,(z0) v '
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Combining with (4.12) and Lemma 4.5, thus we obtain

/ \up\2do < I        Aodo + \/2e1/4£0
(4.15)        Jr JmIIc(z0)

< (e + v^fi1/4) E0 + o(l)(l + ln(l + C(e))) ,

.1/2

/ \u\bdo< I
Ja JM,k(z0)

(4.17)

/ \Up\2do<[        Aodo+[        \up\2do <2eE0 + o(l)ln(l + C(e)),
Jm'"(z0) Jm'"(z0) Jm'J(z0)

where o(l) -» 0 as / —» oo. (We may assume t¡ <tk < tm .)

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Given e > 0, we split the integral in (3.8) and use
Holder's inequality as follows

/    ir7T¿<'s/+-+/+-+/     +-Jmh(z0) \t - to\ Jt Ja Jm¡™(z0)

l/2   /   . \ !/2
\U\ ,    , ,    , ,   ,6
^-77 do I

M'™(z0)\t-t0\ I        \Jm¡"(zo)\Jm
By Lemma 3.1.(ii) and Lemma 3.2 this can be further estimated

i l'y

+ V6Ë~o([        TrTäd0)     ■
\Jm^(z0) \t - t0\2        J

By Lemma 3.1.(i) and (4.15)

12

[ TT^n2-do<4 f\up\2do + 2\tm-t0\-1 I \u\2do
Jr\t-tor Jr JdD(tm-z0)

< 4 (e + v/L"4) Eo + o(l)(l + ln(l + C(e)))

f \u\
JdD(tm ; r0)

\4do)

By Lemma 3.1.(iii) and Lemma 4.2 the latter

\ 1/6\ / r

'dx
j \JD(tm) J        I  \JD(tm)

<C(Eo)o(l),

I        \u\Uo<C\(í   \Vu\2dx\    +1 f     \u\6dx)     )( [   \u\
JdD(tm,zQ) y\JD(tm) J \JD(tm) j       j  \JD(tm)

1/2
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where o(l) —» 0 as m > / tend to infinity. Similarly, by Lemma 3.1.(i), (iii),

Lemma 4.2 and (4.17)

/ T^7ñdo<4Í \Up\2do + 2\t¡-t0\-1 í \u\2 do
Jm'™ (20)   11 - ¡O | JM'm (zo) JdD(t¡ . Zo)

< eEo + o(l)(c(£0) + ln(l + C(e))).

Finally, by (4.16)

\u\6do < 192e1/2£'o + o(l)e-1/2(l +ln(l + C(e))).L/A
Hence, if we first choose e > 0 sufficiently small and then choose / G N suffi-
ciently large, the integral

/   A->*°Jm.^zo) \t-to\

can be made as small as we please, uniformly in zo G Ktl .   D

Remark. Since all error estimates are based on the qualitative statement (3.1),

no a priori bounds for the solution m on a cone K , depending only on Mo, Mi,
and K , are obtained.

5. A REMARK ON THE SUPER-CRITICAL CASE

We add an observation on the super-critical case. Consider for simplicity the
equation

(5.1) utt -Au + u5 + u\u\p~2 = 0   inR3x[0,oo[

with initial data (1.2). (5.1) may be approximated by equations

(5.2) M,,-AM + M5(l+min{|MP'-6,À:i'-6}) =0.

By the preceding, (5.2) admits global C2-solutions u^ ; moreover, as in Rauch's
Theorem 3.3 we may decompose

uW(zo) = uM(zo) + vW(zQ),

where m(0) solves the homogenous wave equation with initial data m0, Mj . Now,

for suitable initial data, we obtain a uniform bound |m'°^(z)| < mo for all z G

R3 x [0, oo[ ; for instance, if Mo, u\ have compact support. By (2.3), moreover,
if

|m<*>(z0)|=   sup  \uW(z)\ = mk,
zefCo(z0)

we may estimate

mfc = |M(fc)(zo)|<|M(°)(zo)| + |t/^(zo)|

|M^|4(l +min{|M(fc)p'-6, kp~6})

4rc Jm0(z0) to - t
<mo + -r- I- do

1 + k"~6 f        |mW|4
4fl      Jmo(z0) to - t

< mo + Cmkkp-6(^E(u(0))+E2^(u(0))) < 2m0,
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if k — 2mo and if E(u(0)) is sufficiently small, depending on mo, that is, on

Mo and u\. Thus u = M(fc) solves (5.1).

In particular, we obtain the following perturbation result:

Theorem 5.1. Suppose m0 g C3(R3), u\ g C2(R3) have finite energy

/„('"'''+2|v"°'2+¥)'fa<°o

and suppose the solution m(0) to the homogeneous wave equation with initial

data Mo, Mi is uniformly bounded. Then there exists Co > 0 such that for all

|e| < £o the initial value problem for (5.1) with data euo, eui admits a global

C2-solution.

However, "in the large" the super-critical case appears to be completely open.
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